
Gas Grill – Charcoal Grill – Outdoor Kitchen
Functional and Danish Design

we burn with enthusiasm



Unique Outdoor Kitchen 
and Grill Concept

When choosing an Aduro outdoor kitchen you will get a carefully prepared and fl exible product with 
many possibilities to combine. The module system gives you the possibility to create the optimal 
working space around the grill. You can design your own personal outdoor kitchen with or without 
the sink or create a grill center for your terrace. The modules fi t to an Aduro Outdoorchef gas grill, an 
Aduro kettle grill or a 57 centimeters Weber kettle grill. Additional you can get a swing bin, additional 
plates and much more.  

The timeless design is created by the Danish architects Mogens Kristensen and Torben Madsen. 
The products are produced in Denmark and the quality is fi rst class with materials in polished, 
stainless steel, granite and teak. All materials are easily cleaned and do not require any maintenance. 
They stand the hard Scandinavian climate and the stainless steel can be polished up – even after 
several years outdoor.



Short module with a gas grill and a long module with sink and cupboard.



All-round and Flexible 
Gas Grill

Aduro Outdoorchef kettle gas grill gives you more possibilities than the traditional gas grill 
combining the cherished qualities of the kettle grill and a quick and easy start. The special 
construction of the grill with the patented Funnel system ensures you a ready grill within 3 
minutes and a simple and easy cleaning. Aduro Outdoorchef kettle gas grill makes it easier 
to cook delicious and varied food outdoor.

The Funnel system ensures healthy and delicious grill food. You get the characteristic grill taste, 
at the same time avoiding the unhealthy fl ames from fat hitting the burners or burning charcoal. 
The Funnel system offers you the possibility to use the grill as: direct grill, indirect grill, oven, 
fl ame for wok or gourmet frying-pan and grill for pizza- or seafood plate.

See further details and illustrations at www.aduro.dk



Short module with additional plate and gas grill

Long module with a sink, additional plate, gas grill and cupboard Short module with gas grill  

Long module with charcoal grill

“When choosing an Aduro outdoor kitchen you will get a carefully 

prepared and fl exible product with many possibilities to combine.”



Find your nearest dealer and further information on our products at our homepage www.aduro.dk
Aduro is a constantly developing company and therefore changes in the product specifi cations in this brochure may occur.

Aduro AS
Silkeborgvej 765
DK-8220 Brabrand
info@aduro.dk
Tel.: +45 70 27 47 03
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